Dcs grill parts diagram

Quick Links. Because of these appliances unique features we have developed this Use and Care
Guide. It contains valuable information on how to properly operate and maintain your new
appliance for years of safe and enjoyable cooking. As a safety device, the tanks pressure relief
valve will vent propane gas vapor to relieve this excess pressure. This can severely upset
combustion air flow or trap excessive heat in the control area. The result of this can be melted
knobs or ignition buttons. Adjust the flame so that it heats only the bottom of the pan to avoid
ignition of clothing. Position handles inward away from open edges of the unit to avoid burns
associated with unintentional spillovers. LP cylinder Type 1. The LP tank is not included. If the
Grill is to be placed into a combustible enclosure, an approved insulated jacket is necessary
and is available from your dealer. Use only the DCS insulated jacket which has specifically been
designed and tested for this purpose. For non-combustible applications the grill drops into the
opening shown in Fig. A deck is not required to support it from the bottom. When using the
insulated jacket in a combustible enclosure application, see the bottom of Fig. Page Leak
Testing GENERAL: Although all gas connections on the grill are leak tested at the factory prior
to shipment, a complete gas tightness check must be performed at the installation site due to
possible mishandling in shipment, or excessive pressure unknowingly being applied to the unit.
Periodically check the whole system for leaks, or immediately check if the smell of gas is
detected. Page Burner Adjustments Grill Burner Air Adjustment: Each grill burner is tested and
adjusted at the factory prior to shipment; however, variations in the local gas supply or a
conversion from one gas to another may make it necessary to adjust the burners. The flames of
the burners except the rotisserie burner should be visually checked and compared to that of the
drawing in Fig. Below burners there is a stainless steel heat baffle which reflects usable heat
upward into the cooking area and reduces temperatures of the drip pan below. The replacement
pressure regulators and hose assembly must be the type specified by the manufacturer. Do not
use the grill if the odor of gas is present. If the unit is LP, screw the regulator into the tank and
leak check the hose and regulator connections with a soap and water solution before operating
the grill. Indirect cooking uses heat from adjacent burners to cook food and in many cases,
reduces the possibility of overcooked or overly browned food. Foods most appropriate for
indirect grilling included breads, thicker pieces of chicken or steaks. Side Burners Lighting
Instructions: First remove the burner cover and any cooking utensils from the burner grate. The
burner is controlled by a precision brass valve which is capable of being turned down to very
low heat levels. The system may be used alone for low temperature roasting and smoking or in
conjunction with any combination of other burners. Page Using The Rotisserie The grill
rotisserie system is designed to cook items from the back using infrared heat. The location of
the burner allows the placement of the rotis basting pan included beneath the food to collect
juices and drippings for basting and gravy. To flavor the contents of the basting pan, you can
add herbs, onion, garlic, or spices. It will burn your meat and make it very dry. Use only one
section at a time, grill or rotisserie. Place prepared rod into motor, lay across to other side in
groove. Verify placement as shown in Fig. For this reason you should avoid operating the rotis
during windy conditions. Remove drip pan. Open cart door. Pull battery downwards This may
require use of pliers. Re-install upward and push to snap - Fig. Polarity is shown in Fig. NOTE:
Battery condition should be checked at least once a year. It is necessary to clean the burners if
they do not light even though the igniter clicks, if there has been a severe boil over, or when the
flame does not burn blue. Use a needle to clear any debris. Be extremely careful not to enlarge
the hole or break off the needle. Page Troubleshooting You may save the cost of a service call.
Troubleshooting is for general purposes only. If the problem persists and you feel you require
service, contact your dealer or the nearest authorized agency to perform service. Only
authorized agencies can perform warranty service. Before you call, please have the following
information ready: Model Number Page Warranty DCS to be defective. Replacement will be F.
This warranty shall not apply, nor can we assume responsibility for damage that might Part No.
This manual is also suitable for: Bgbbqar Bgbbqr. Print page 1 Print document 42 pages. Cancel
Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk.
Upload from URL. Quick Links. See also: Use and Care Manual. Because of these appliances
unique features we have developed this Use and Care Guide. It contains valuable information on
how to properly operate and maintain your new appliance for years of safe and enjoyable
cooking. As a safety device, the tanks pressure relief valve will vent propane gas vapor to
relieve this excess pressure. Grease is flammable. Let hot grease cool before attempting to
handle it. Avoid letting grease deposits collect in the drip pan. Adjust the flame so that it heats
only the bottom of the pan to avoid ignition of clothing. Position handles inward away from
open edges of the unit to avoid burns associated with unintentional spillovers. LP cylinder Type
1. The LP tank is not included. If the Grill is to be placed into a combustible enclosure use only
the DCS insulated jacket which has specifically been designed and tested for this purpose and

is available from your dealer. In order to safely dissapate unburned gas vapors in the event of a
gas supply leak. NOTE: See page 10 for ventilation notes. Page Leak Testing GENERAL:
Although all gas connections on the grill are leak tested at the factory prior to shipment, a
complete gas tightness check must be performed at the installation site due to possible
mishandling in shipment, or excessive pressure unknowingly being applied to the unit.
Periodically check the whole system for leaks, or immediately check if the smell of gas is
detected. The flames of the burners except the rotisserie burner should be visually checked and
compared to that of the drawing in Fig. Below the burners there is a stainless steel heat baffle
which reflects usable heat upward into the cooking area and reduces temperatures of the drip
pan below. The replacement pressure regulators and hose assembly must be the type specified
by the manufacturer. Do not use the grill if the odor of gas is present. If the unit is LP, screw the
regulator into the tank and leak check the hose and regulator connections with a soap and
water solution before operating the grill. Indirect cooking uses heat from adjacent burners to
cook food and in many cases, reduces the possibility of overcooked or overly browned food.
Foods most appropriate for indirect grilling included breads, thicker pieces of chicken or
steaks. Page Using The Rotisserie The grill rotisserie system is designed to cook items from the
back using infrared heat. The location of the burner allows the placement of the rotis basting
pan included beneath the food to collect juices and drippings for basting and gravy. To flavor
the contents of the basting pan, you can add herbs, onion, garlic, or spices. It will burn your
meat and make it very dry. Use only one thing on at a time, grill or rotisserie. Place prepared rod
into motor, lay across to other side in groove. Verify placement as shown in Fig. For this reason
you should avoid operating the rotis during windy conditions. Remove drip pan. Open cart door.
Pull battery downwards This may require use of pliers. Re-install upward and push to snap - Fig.
Polarity is shown in Fig. NOTE: Battery condition should be checked at least once a year. Grasp
the burner, pull it up and slightly to the rear of the unit so the burner head comes off the brass
orifice at the front, angle the burner sideways, and remove. Page Troubleshooting You may
save the cost of a service call. Troubleshooting is for general purposes only. If the problem
persists and you feel you require service, contact your dealer or the nearest authorized agency
to perform service. Only authorized agencies can perform warranty service. DCS SP B Side
shelf adjustment 1 With extended use, the shelves may become unleveled and need Before you
call, please have the following information ready: Model Number Serial Number Date of
installation A brief description of the problem Your satisfaction is of the utmost importance to
us. If a problem cannot be resolved to your satisfaction, Page Warranty DCS to be defective.
Replacement will be F. This warranty shall not apply, nor can we assume responsibility for
damage that might Part No. Print page 1 Print document 38 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Keep
your DCS grilling with the top-quality grill parts. DCS grill parts include DCS igniters, collector
box, cast iron and stainless burner, cooking grids, rod trays and heat shields. Don't see what
you need for your DCS gas barbecue grill? Call We have every gas grill part it is possible to
replace on a DCS gas barbeque grill model. We have been selling and repairing Dynamic
Cooking Systems model barbecue grills for longer than any other barbeque grill listed on
Grill-Repair. DCS thirty inch BGB model gas grills are available on a portable grill cart with a
single door and two side shelves. One shelf can be removed to support a double side burner.
There are various replacement parts available for DCS gas grills. Our goal is to use the best
quality regardless of cost. We do not seek-out the cheapest parts; we seek out the best quality.
Please use these DCS exploded gas grill replacement parts charts. DCS grill parts are listed in
the downloads below. If you would like to contact a service technician , click to e-mail or call us
at the telephone numbers below. Thats the famous DCS outdoor kitchen image that everyone
has. An originator in the use of lifetime warrantied stainless steel manufacturing DCS was also
the first outdoor grill to offer searing temperatures in a residential product. Even with these
important qualities, DCS gas grills are also versatile to cook on every night of the week. Infrared
rotiserrie burner, heavy rotisserie motor, halogen lighting, smoker box with a dedicated
smoking burner and the heaviest cooking grates in the industry make DCS gas grills important
to the world of backyard design -- even twenty years later. You had the good sense to buy a
great grill, have the sense to repair it with Quality grill parts and take good care of it. Learn to
test and to repair DCS rotisserie safety valve and thermocouple. Click Here. Kit components are
shown in italics. Where a part number is shown against th
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e descriptions for these kit components, they are also available as separate items. In addition,

some parts may be supplied with these kits that are not available as separate items, and are
therefore either not listed, or a part number is not shown against the part description in this
manual. Kit components or parts included are shown in italics. Refer to above notes: Kit Parts.
As a part reference, indicates the part is not illustrated on the diagram. As a part number,
indicates the diagram part reference is not used in this manual. The information detailed in this
manual is subject to change without notice. The latest version is indicated by the reprint date
and replaces any earlier editions. Kit Parts Kit components are shown in italics. NS As a part
reference, indicates the part is not serviceable. NI As a part reference, indicates the part is not
illustrated on the diagram. As a part reference, indicates the part is not serviceable. Includes
Includes P. BADGE 3. G9 40W AA. Include

